Effects of Soil Nitrogen and Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide on Wheat streak mosaic virus and Its Vector (Aceria tosichella Kiefer).
Management of vector-borne plant viruses requires understanding how abiotic (e.g., resource availability) and biotic (e.g., virus-vector interactions) factors affect disease via effects on epidemiological parameters that drive disease spread. We conducted two complementary experiments using Wheat streak mosaic virus (WSMV): (i) a field study to determine the effects of nitrogen (N) fertilization on winter wheat (Triticum aestivum L.) susceptibility to WSMV infection and (ii) a growth chamber study to evaluate the effects of N and carbon dioxide (CO2) enrichment on population growth rates of the wheat curl mite (WCM), the vector of WSMV, and whether the effects of nutrient addition on WCM reproduction were modified by WSMV infection. The relationship between N fertilization and plant susceptibility to WSMV infection was nonlinear, with infection rates increasing rapidly as soil nitrate increased from 0 to 20 ppm and more gradually at higher nitrate concentrations. In the growth chamber study, N fertilization increased WCM population growth rates when the vectors transmitted WSMV but had the opposite effect on nonviruliferous mites. CO2 enrichment had no observable effects on WCM populations. These results suggest that, whereas the spread of WSMV is facilitated by N addition, increases in atmospheric CO2 may not directly alter WCM populations and WSMV spread.